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ABSTRACT

Marriage in Islam is a worship that is prescribed by Islam and is carried out perfectly according to the rules that have been set. The law that applies in Indonesia is the registration of marriages for Muslims by the Office of Religious Affairs (KUA). The aim of the research is to analyze the implementation of PP No. 19 of 2015 concerning PNBP in KUA, Ratu Agung District, Bengkulu City. This research is a type of qualitative descriptive research through library research. Data collection techniques with observation, interviews and documentation. The results of this study are that the implementation of PP PNBP at the KUA of Ratu Agung District is in accordance with the applicable provisions. In this case, the community also welcomes the new regulations regarding marriage fees in accordance with Government Regulation No. 19 of 2015 concerning PNBP. There are several factors that influence people not to carry out marriages at the KUA because they are ashamed, they are considered not trying to find the cost of the marriage, they are unable to hold a party and they still believe that there will be a disaster if they get married at the KUA.

Introduction

Marriage in Islam (2020; 2020; 2020) is a worship that is prescribed by Islam, so it must be carried out perfectly and follow the rules that have been set (Holilur, 2021; Malisi, 2022). Marriage law in Indonesia (Wahyuni et al., 2022) is regulated in Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning Marriage (hereinafter abbreviated as the Marriage Law) (Muttaqin, 2020; Putrayasa et al., 2022) and Government Regulation Number 9 of 1975 concerning Implementation of Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning Marriage (Mangku & Yuliartini, 2020). KUA (Marzuki, 2020) is an institution at the sub-district level of the Ministry of Religion that provides direct services to the Muslim community. Government Regulation Number 48 of 2014 concerning the determination of the cost of registering a marriage at the KUA at Rp. Exceptions for economically disadvantaged citizens or disaster victims
who carry out marriages or reconciliation outside the KUA may be subject to a tariff of Rp. 0.00,-.

For the amount of transportation and professional services for the priest in accordance with the KUA typology article 12 PMA (Millah, 2022), it is emphasized that the cost of marriage outside the KUA is Rp. 600,000 will go into state cash and will be given to the sub-district KUA at the beginning of each month Rp. 400,000, for transportation costs to urban areas of Rp. 125,000 is different with inland places will get a higher transportation cost of around Rp. 200,000/250,000.

The issuance of PP PNBP (Aiyub, 2022; Juryati et al., 2022) was warmly welcomed by the community and the KUA of Bengkulu City. In particular, PPN/PPN Deputy KUA Ratu Agung employees were spared from various accusations, and of course the issuance of PP PNBP will increase public interest (Liunokas et al., 2021) in holding marriages at KUA. In general, the implementation of marriages carried out at KUA is still very minimal, although it has been emphasized that in the PP PNBP, marriages carried out at KUA are not required to pay (free) if carried out during working hours.

Method

Qualitative descriptive research (Hasan et al., 2023; Mey, 2022; Ramdhan, 2021) with steps through library research library research (Sari, 2021). The research technique uses field research (Rusne & Mustika, 2021). Carried out for 4 months August – November 2022. The research location was at KUA, Ratu Agung District, Bengkulu City. data collected through interviews (Fadhallah, 2020; Langley & Meziani, 2020), observation (Rolfe, 2020) and documentation.

Results and Discussion

Ratu Agung’s Office of Religious Affairs (KUA) has applied the PNBP regulations that apply to the Ministry of Religion to the maximum. In addition, the KUA of Ratu Agung Subdistrict has conducted outreach to the public (Maxuel & Primastiwi, 2021) regarding the applicable PNBP rates and the community has also welcomed the government's decision on the issue of marriage fees. So far the KUA of Ratu Agung District has not received any complaints or obstacles from the community regarding PNBP matters and the fees for marriage that have been set. The marriage data recorded at the KUA Kec. Queen Agung of Bengkulu City can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1 Marriage Data for Ratu Agung District for August-November 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Village Organizational Unit</th>
<th>Marriage at KUA</th>
<th>Marriage outside the KUA</th>
<th>Non-Tax State Revenue (PNBP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Lempuing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rp. 1.200.000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Kebun Beler</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rp. 3.000.000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Sawah Lebar</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Rp. 6.600.000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Tanah Patah</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rp. 1.800.000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Sawah Lebar Baru</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rp. 600.000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Kebun Tebang</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rp. 4.800.000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Kebun Kenanga</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rp. 2.400.000,-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Nusa Indah</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rp. 1.200.000,-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jumlah** | **6** | **39** | **Rp. 23.400.000,-**

Implementation of PP No. 19 of 2015 concerning PNBP at KUA Ratu Agung District, Bengkulu City

KUA Ratu Agung understands the applicable PP PNBP, and has implemented the rules in accordance with the provisions of PP PNBP regarding marriage fee regulations (Karmila, 2023). As well as having participated in a series of socialization activities regarding PP PNBP both those held by the Office of the Ministry of Religion of Bengkulu City, as well as the Regional Office of the Ministry of Religion of Bengkulu Province.

Determination of marriage fees at the KUA after the enactment of PP PNBP (Isnaiah et al., 2021) concerning Tariffs on Types of Non-Tax State Revenues that apply to the Ministry of Religion includes socialization (Diah, 2021) and implementation so that the regulation on marriage fees is maximally known by all parties in the community. This is to avoid manipulation of information by the headman and the public to immediately know the amount of payment for services at the KUA.

Response of the Community of Ratu Agung District, Bengkulu City to PP No. 19 of 2015 concerning applicable PNBP

Based on the results of interviews with the community, they welcomed the stipulation of these regulations, and agreed and did not object to the nominal cost of a home wedding of Rp. 600,000. It's just that some people wondered where the money went. For this reason, KUA employees of Ratu Agung District continue to make the best possible service efforts and provide guidance to the public regarding the cost of getting married.

KUA employees in Ratu Agung District are always transparent in providing information, and explaining that the money paid Rp. 600,000 was paid via Bank Transfer.
Factors Affecting People's Reluctance to Carry Out Marriages at KUA, Ratu Agung District

The research was conducted by interviewing 10 people (rt.26 and rt.25) in the Sawah Lebar Baru sub-district. Some of the reasons people choose to marry at the KUA (Pulungan & Fadillah, 2021) are because there is no cost and are constrained by the economy, both of their parents have died and they want to get married in a simple way. Meanwhile, some people carry out weddings at home because from an economic point of view they are qualified and have sufficient expenses for the wedding by preparing a party, then an agreement from the two people and the family and wanting to carry out the party for a long time, such as from morning to evening.

Several factors influence the community or that a person does not want to carry out a marriage at the KUA (Darmi et al., 2022; Ridho & Qohar, 2020), namely some people still adhere to the belief that by marrying at the KUA, later they will get a calamity such as an accident or certain illnesses, they are considered to have no shame with other people if they marry at the KUA, so material from people's talk, or it could just be that they have had unregistered marriages (Kharisudin, 2021; Zakaria & Saad, 2021), become pregnant out of wedlock, are considered poor and don't want to try to find costs and the facilities at KUA are inadequate.

Conclusion

KUA Ratu Agung District, Bengkulu City, has implemented PP No. 19 of 2015 in accordance with applicable provisions and regulations. KUA Ratu Agung carries out a series of socialization, implementation, building integrity and supervision activities regarding PP PNBP both organized by the Office of the Ministry of Religion of Bengkulu City, as well as the Regional Office of the Ministry of Religion of Bengkulu Province. The community welcomed the stipulation regarding the regulation on PNBP wedding fees. They agreed and had no objections. capable. Several factors influence people not to want to marry at the KUA because people still adhere to the belief that by marrying at the KUA they will later experience disaster, embarrassment, become material for people's talk, have had unregistered marriages, become pregnant out of wedlock, are considered poor and do not want to try to find the cost of the marriage., the facilities at KUA are inadequate.
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